Mounting of the mattress
RotoBed®Care comes with a mattress consisting of a main part and a foot part.
The main mattress has 5 buttons on the back. First place the three lower buttons in the grooves at the
bottom of the bed. Slide the mattress towards the foot end. Now press the two buttons in the centre
of the mattress into the corresponding holes in the middle of the bed.
Similarly, the foot mattress has two buttons, which fit into the two round holes in the bed.
Mounting of side rails

RotoBed® care beds can be delivered with side rails made of metal or oak laminate. Regardless of the
material the side rails are mounted and removed in the same way:

Press the small fitting underneath while lifting the bed rail.
The side rails can simply be put back into place and will automatically lock.
Castors and brakes

As standard, the bed comes with integral Tente Linea double
castors. The castors are rotatable. The brakes work in pairs and
can be operated from both sides of the bed.

Note: RotoBed®Care should not be used by people without an introduction in the use of the bed.
The bed is tested according to the latest applicable standards and rules for care beds. Be sure that neither children
nor animals are under the bed when the bed's parts are set. When the bed's leg part is raised, do not overload it
with heavy objects or persons.
The bed must be used by users within the following criteria: Weight 40-190 kg. Height ≥ 146 cm. BMI ≥ 17.

Quick guide for RotoBed® Care
Exit: Push the Chair Position key until the bed stops in
comfort position. Release the rotation mechanism by
slightly pushing the grip with your foot. Now slowly turn
the bed until the grip automatically locks. Push Chair
Position key again until the exit position. To facilitate the
exit you can, by means of the remote control, move the
backrest the last bit forward and raise the bed a little in
height.
Entry: Help the user getting seated as close to the back as
possible. Push the Sleeping Position key until the bed
stops in comfort position. Release the rotation mechanism
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bed until the grip automatically locks. Push the Sleeping
Position key again until the bed is rotated and horizontal.
Standard seat height without mattress is 32 cm above the floor. For individual settings, see user manual.

Remote control

Back-rest up
op

Back-rest up op

Leg-part up

Leg-part down

Bed height up

Bed height down

PROGRAM:
CHAIR POSITION

PROGRAM:
SLEEPING POSITION

RotoBed®Care can turn either right or left. Therefore, the remote control can also be connected to both
the right and left sides of the bed. Optional remote control can be purchased as desired. When the remote
control is not in use, place it on the side rail.

